UltraBaseSystems turning old fields into new fields.
Perhaps one of the most important aspects of UltraBaseSystems and Tour Links Putting Greens
was the decision to utilize recycled materials as the primary source of production. We started on
this path over ten years ago and to date have processed over six million pounds of post industrial
waste in to our panel systems. As anyone who understands the recycled material world will tell you,
using this environmentally responsible material stream is often times a challenge but one we have
committed to and quite frankly are very good at.
As a result of the recycling expertise obtained to produce our products in accordance to my strict
guidelines, we have now been able to achieve what we believe is a major milestone in the industry.
I am very pleased to announce that UltraBaseSystems panels are now being produced utilizing
recycled synthetic grass as part of our proprietary formulas. In essence we are now turning old
fields into new fields with UBS technology. Our team of engineers and chemists have successfully
transformed aged synthetic turf and backing into usable pellets which are blended directly with the
UBS proprietary recycled materials creating the most environmentally responsible base
replacement system on the market.
We could not be more excited about providing a responsible home for old synthetic turfs. What was
once destined for a landfill is now transformed into a state of the art base system for the next
generation of turfs. Future fields can now be installed knowing that when the time comes for
removal, these fields have a home with UBS panels. A perfect scenario! We always knew this
technology was achievable and very proud that Innovative Base Technologies and UBS are once
again the company leading the way to a more responsible synthetic turf industry, creating a
cleaner, safer planet for all of us.
We thank you for your continued support and look forward to working with you soon.
I also invite you to explore the links on our website to see what's new with UltraBaseSystems.
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